
 

Increase corporate security and successfully master crises 

innovative - process-oriented - flexible 

System-based crisis management 



 

You are sitting at the head of the table. Your colleagues are talking  

nervously. Mobile phones ring and you think about where and how to 

start. You went through the emergency in the crisis team exercise 3 

years ago, but suddenly everything seems much more complicated - 

much more chaotic. But none of this helps you now, because you know 

the situation gets worse with every minute you hesitate! 

 

DEMiOS is a software tool that supports the crisis team in becoming 

productive immediately and approaching the problem of the crisis in 

a structured and efficient manner. 

When the unexpected happens... 

 

Imagine the following scenario: 

A serious accident in one of your plants: Three employees were killed 

and many are injured. There is a leak of hazardous substances, the 

rescue workers are on duty. The surrounding residents are called 

through loudspeakers not to leave the houses and lock the windows. 

The first pictures of the accident are circulating on social media and 

hateful discussions are raging about missed safety precautions at your 

location. Journalists are at the door and the CEO wants to know how it 

could get this far. Thanks to your alerting tool, however, you managed 

to get all the crisis team members together and so the crisis takes its 

course... 



 

DEMiOS | The dynamo of the crisis team 
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Structuring 

In critical situations, quick and coordinated action is crucial to be-

eing able to deal with the situation. DEMiOS is a control tool that 

supports the crisis team in its methodical work. It helps to clearly 

define responsibilities, competencies and duties and guides the 

crisis team through the steps of the management rhythm. Due to 

the intuitive structure of the processes, the work processes in the 

crisis team are accelerated and the members can concentrate 

entirely on developing solutions. 

1. Start of staff work 

2. Situation assessment 

3. Immediate measures 

4. Time planning 

5. Goals 

6. Solutions 

7. Placing of order 

8. Completion of staff work 



 

 

 

CIS— The situation visualization 

The Crisis Information System (CIS) developed for DEMi-

OS enables a detailed, real-time overview of the situati-

on and work in the crisis team. It helps to immediately 

identify changes in situation and overdue tasks. Thanks 

to the mobile availability of the CIS, all parties - from the 

members of the crisis team to top management -  on 

one glance always have a clear status of the crisis.  

Alerting 

Thanks to the open interface architecture, an 

existing alarm system can be integrated in DEMi-

OS and immediately alert and call all (predefined) 

crisis team members in the event of a crisis. Alter-

natively, we have our own simple alarm system. 

Interactive Protocoll 

DEMiOS presents information and decisions in an 

interactive log clearly and chronologically. The 

log function automatically ensures legally compli-

ant documentation in the background. This me-

ans that processes and decisions are quick and 

easy to understand. 
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That's why DEMiOS 

✓ Crisis team work made easy: DEMiOS was developed toge-

ther with experienced crisis management consultants and be-

nefits from our many years of practical experience in crisis 

teams. We are only too familiar with the challenges of crisis 

management and on this basis DEMiOS was developed for 

you - from practice, for practice. 

✓ Easy to use: We understand that working in the crisis team is 

extremely demanding and the use of unusual software tools 

can cause additional confusion. For this reason, we have de-

signed DEMiOS to be particularly user-friendly and intuitive. 

✓ System integrability: Due to the open interface concept, 

DEMiOS can be easily integrated into your existing system 

landscape at any time and linked to third-party applications. 

✓ Mobile Compatible: DEMiOS can be used on laptops as well as 

on desktops, tablets and smartphones. 

✓ Tech-Stack: DEMiOS was developed with Java Spring, Post-

greSQL and Angular. A Docker image is provided for self-hosting. 

✓ SaaS as Standard: Software-as-a-Service - no hidden costs, no 

long-term investments. With the annually cancellable software 

rental solution, you have full flexibility - you can use the system as 

long as you think it makes sense. 

✓ Strong partners: DEMiOS is not a tool in which you are on your 

own after the purchase. We combine many years of consulting 

work in the area of risk, continuity, emergency, security and crisis 

management with solid skills in the area of software development 

and system technology. Our consultants train crisis teams and our 

IT experts integrate DEMiOS into our customers system lands-

capes. 
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Holistic event and crisis ma-

nagement 

In conjunction with our event ma-

nagement tool CUSTODiOS, we offer 

a system platform for a continuous 

process from event recording and 

event evaluation, linking and transfer 

into the process of operational risk 

and continuity management up to 

the optional escalation into a com-

pany's crisis management. 

 

 

 

The Verismo ecosystem 



 

 
Verismo GmbH is a Europe-wide consulting company that specia-

lizes in holistic risk, security, continuity (BCM), emergency and 

crisis management. As a subsidiary of Ingenieurbüro Götsch AG, 

we combine consulting experience with the latest IT knowledge 

and provide our customers with holistic solutions that meet the 

current challenges of security and crisis management. We trust in 

our multidisciplinary team of experts with many years of professi-

onal and consultant experience in the IT industry, insurance in-

dustry, industry and in business consulting. 

    

Who are we 

Years of experience 

Over the past 20 years, we have assisted numerous companies in intro-

ducing crisis management systems and training crisis teams. We have 

found that even experienced crisis teams can lose their bearings under 

pressure and with that the overview of the situation and, above all, its 

consequences. For this reason, we developed the software solution DE-

MiOS in 2014, which was specially designed for the operational practice 

of companies and organizations. The completely new, security and pro-

cess-optimized version 3.0 will launch in spring 2020. 

 

 

System and methodology - from practice, for practice! 

 

www.verismo.ch 

 

Verismo GmbH 

Rietstr. 12  

CH 8700 Küsnacht / Schweiz 

Tel CH: +41 44 910 99 18 

Tel DE:   +49 6324 9268 994   

Email: info@verismo.ch 

About us 
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